WHAT’S NEW?

PINCH BY STEPHEN ANTONSON FOR NEST STUDIO

The Pinch collection gets its name from the final gesture plaster artist Stephen Antonson makes when crafting his assortment of knobs, pulls, and handles. Pieces are cast in brass and completed by hand with white or metallic finishes that highlight each object’s custom qualities. Canaan Distributors, Stamford, canaandistributors.com

NEW RAVENNA’S GLAZED BASALTO FALL COLLECTION

The latest additions to the Basalto collection expand the line’s color palette to include even more highly pigmented glazes and nine new designs. The tile’s patterns and mosaics take their inspiration from textiles, quilting, midcentury modern designs, and more. Bender, various Connecticut locations, benderplumbing.com

METROPOLITAN TRIM COLLECTION BY STOUT

Bespoke trim is often the finishing touch that elevates design, and Stout’s new Metropolitan Trim Collection serves up a wide variety. The collection encompasses seventy different variations of curtain tiebacks, ribbon, fringe, piping, and tassels. DesignSourceCT, Hartford, designsourcect.com